Boston College (3-9-4, 0-6-2) vs Wake Forest (8-2-5, 2-2-4)
10/19/2023 at Winston-Salem (Spry Stadium)

Date: 10/19/2023
Attendance: 606
Stadium: Spry Stadium
Officials:

Goals By Period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake Forest</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scoring Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Goal Scorer</th>
<th>Assist</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19:32</td>
<td>BOS</td>
<td>Ella Richards</td>
<td>Bella Douglas, Emily Sapienza</td>
<td>GOAL by BOS Richards, Ella Assist by Douglas, Bella and Sapienza, Emily.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50:55</td>
<td>WFU</td>
<td>Anna Swanson</td>
<td></td>
<td>GOAL by WFU Swanson, Anna.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cautions and Ejections: 62:59 (YELLOW), #7 Claire Mensi (BOS) 71:03 (YELLOW), #13 Emily Morris (WFU) 82:58 (YELLOW), #9 Sydney Segalla (BOS)
Play By Play

Time   Team        Play                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
00:00  WFU        Cahill, Payton at goalie for Wake Forest                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
00:00  BOS        Willebrandt, Wiebke at goalie for Boston College                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
00:26  BOS        Foul on Streicek, Aislin.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
01:58  WFU        Foul on Swanson, Anna.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
04:27  BOS        Foul on Streicek, Aislin.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
07:39  BOS        Offside against Boston College.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
17:19  WFU        Corner kick [17:19].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
19:04  BOS        Shot by BOS Streicek, Aislin, bottom center, saved by Cahill, Payton.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
19:10  BOS        Corner kick [19:10].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
19:32  BOS        GOAL by BOS Richards, Ella Assist by Douglas, Bella and Sapienza, Emily.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
19:32  WFU        WFU substitution: Small, Nikayla for Stowell, Olivia.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
21:07  BOS        Offside against Boston College.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
25:53  BOS        Foul on Gouvin, Laura.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
28:28  WFU        Foul on Meena, Malaika.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
30:02  WFU        Offside against Wake Forest.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
31:26  WFU        WFU substitution: Wilson, Carly for Swanson, Anna.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
31:26  WFU        WFU substitution: Wood, Alex for Colton, Abbie.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
33:45  WFU        Shot by WFU Small, Nikayla, top woodwork.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
35:44  BOS        BOS substitution: Lowenberg, Sophia for Streicek, Aislin.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
37:51  BOS        Foul on Slensky, Elly.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
38:34  WFU        Shot by WFU Chavoshi, Zara, top left, saved by Willebrandt, Wiebke.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
39:23  BOS        Corner kick [39:23].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
40:38  WFU        Shot by WFU Small, Nikayla, bottom center, saved by Willebrandt, Wiebke.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
41:15  BOS        BOS substitution: Landers, Maddie for Slensky, Elly.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
44:43  WFU        Foul on Morris, Emily.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
45:00  0          End of period [45:00].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
45:00  0          Start of 2nd period [45:00].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
45:00  BOS        FOR BOS: #1 Willebrandt, Wiebke, #4 Costello, Sarai, #7 Mensi, Claire, #8 Gouvin, Laura, #9 Segalla, Sydney, #10 Sapienza, Emily, #16 Slensky, Elly, #22 Richards, Ella, #26 Douglas, Bella, #30 Thomas, Kenna. FOR WFU: #88 Cahill, Payton, #6 Brown, Dempsey, #7 Johnson, Kristin, #10 Meena, Malaika, #4 Small, Nikayla, #30 Swanson, Anna, #24 Chavoshi, Zara, #28 Wilson, Carly, #16 Wood, Alex, #34 Ansbrow, Laurel, #35 Murphy, Emily. 
45:00  WFU        WFU substitution: Swanson, Anna for Morris, Emily.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
45:00  BOS        BOS substitution: Slensky, Elly for Lowenberg, Sophia.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
45:00  BOS        BOS substitution: Richards, Ella for Landers, Maddie.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
45:00  BOS        BOS substitution: Streicek, Aislin for McNeil, Ava.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
46:01  WFU        Corner kick [46:01].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
50:20  WFU        Shot by WFU Wilson, Carly, out left.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
50:55  WFU        GOAL by WFU Swanson, Anna.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
52:59  WFU        Shot by WFU Wood, Alex.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
54:14  WFU        Shot by WFU Murphy, Emily, bottom center, saved by Willebrandt, Wiebke.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
55:17  WFU        Shot by WFU Small, Nikayla, out left.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
58:18  WFU        Offside against Wake Forest.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
59:23  BOS        Foul on Segalla, Sydney.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
62:03  WFU        Foul on Wilson, Carly.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
62:57  BOS        Foul on Mensi, Claire.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
62:59  BOS        Yellow card on BOS Mensi, Claire.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
63:11  WFU        Shot by WFU Ansbrow, Laurel.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
63:15  WFU        Shot by WFU Wood, Alex, bottom center, saved by Willebrandt, Wiebke.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
63:55  WFU        Corner kick [63:55].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
65:00  BOS        BOS substitution: Tuffin, Jada for Thomas, Kenna.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
65:42  WFU        Foul on Brown, Dempsey.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
66:13  WFU        Foul on Wilson, Carly.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
67:05  BOS        Shot by BOS Streicek, Aislin, bottom left, saved by Cahill, Payton.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
68:16  WFU        Shot by WFU Murphy, Emily, out top right.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
68:29  WFU        WFU substitution: Morris, Emily for Wilson, Carly.
Foul on Slensky, Elly.
Foul on Morris, Emily.
Yellow card on WFU Morris, Emily.
Foul on Tuffin, Jada.
Corner kick [74:57].
Foul on Meena, Malaika.
Shot by BOS Gouvin, Laura, out top left.
BOS substitution: Lowenberg, Sophia for Richards, Ella.
Foul on Slensky, Elly.
Foul on Segalla, Sydney.
Yellow card on BOS Segalla, Sydney.
BOS substitution: Richards, Ella for Lowenberg, Sophia.
Corner kick [85:30].
BOS substitution: Thomas, Kenna for McNeil, Ava.
BOS substitution: Streicek, Aislin for Tuffin, Jada.
Corner kick [88:03].
Foul on Johnson, Kristin.
Shot by BOS Segalla, Sydney, out right.
End of period [90:00].